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SUBJECT!

MAR :
- 1952

^WENT Of_S^

Psychological Strategy Board} Hr. Gray* a Report to

the President* dated 22 February 1952#

1, Pursuant to the request of the Board, a committee consisting

of Hr* Sergeant for Hr. Webb, General Magruder for Hr. Foster, end

Hr, Wiener for General Smith has considered the subject report in

connection Kith the President's request.

2. As a result of the independent consideration initially of each

of the Committee members, written exchanges of views, and discussion in

two meetings of the Committee, this report it submitted as representing

their unanimous views as their analysis, general conclusions, end recom-

mendations to the Board as to the pertinent points to be considered on

the subject report.

I.

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF MR, GRAY'S REPORT

3,

Taken aa a whole, the document is a substantially accurate

presentation of the background and development of the Psychological

Strategy Board, Actually, it is less a report on "organisation and

work* than it is a justification for the creation and continuance of
the FSB and a platform for an exhortation to reform end correct inter-

agency friction. There are certain statements and some recommendations

which are open to question and concerning which opinion would differ,

depending upon where one sat.

L« It would appear that the principal reasons for Hr, Orsy's
recommending publication of the report are as follows*

a. To assure a more widespread and satisfactory
public and Congressional comprehension and acceptance of
the manner 3a which, end the methods by Which, this Govern-
ment's efforts in the psychological warfare field are being
conducted}
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b. To create a climate of public and Congressional

opinion wore favorable to the obtalament of support for

an extensive and eoctly campaign ef propaganda for re-

lated measures which are deemed essential to the mainte-

nance and improvement of our world positionj and

a, To obtain popular support for certain principles

sad to attempt to eliminate or break down certain believed

errert in current Governmental thinking md practice, e.g.,

departmental jurisdictional jealousies and rigid and inade-

quate attitudes and philosophies toward policy and the

development of a "strategic* approach.

5. The above-mentioned objectives are generally desirable,

•specially taw end *bn, but obviously require careful consideration as

to how they are to be attained.

H.

OOKCLCBIOm AND 3JSC0MM i HI'ATIONS

d. The Committee has reached these conclusions for the indicated
underlying reasons and recommends the action stated*

7« Conclusion il l The report should not, in any event, be
published laitc present fore.

a. The report is too revealing of sensitive information and
relationships which in seme particulars are invidious and provocative—
more apt to stir up discord than to produce harmony—sad, therefore, to

be deleted:. In the last mentioned category, the report infers a nu»ber
sf inter-agency differences and disputes that would not Improve with
public airing. Moreover, portions of the report would invite undtserved
and unwarranted criticism of the Government—criticism for having done a
great deal less them is actually the ease in the realisation of the need
for and the development of machinery to carry out psychological warfare
measures.

Furthermore, while certain of the concrete reeewends t ions
set forth in the report (principally on Page 1$, ) have definite merit,
it would be inappropriate to publish them prior to a final determination
as to which of the recommendations will be adopted and which will not.
To make premature public disclosure ef the reeosameadatioas would tend to
limit the freedom of choice of the President and the Board, as well as
to become a source of some embarrassment to all concerned, including
Mr. Gray himself.

SECRET bi The. report in
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b. The report in several instances «mli or Indicates

natter of ft classified nature, such ft* the Inducement of defection.

So* Page lit.

•« The publication of any report in area* a* sensitive a»

psychological operations wight sot an unfortunate precedent. It would

present a recurring problem insofar as Hr. Gray's successors sight

feel called upon to sufeeit reports harsaftar and the nscessiiy of

«llaAnatlng the sensitive and classified Material, alnest certain to ha

in such a report, before it could be published.

8« Conalaalem |2> The report cannot be affectively revised for

publication.

ft. It was initially thought by the Cowdtte® that portions of

the report could be used as the basis for arriving at a document which,

when published, would aeeosplieh two purposes* first, such a publlca-

Ua wight do wueh to attain the first two indicated objectives of th*

report, stated in Paragraph h. above* secondly, and pathos sere isQGt*

test, the release of such a revised report would famish a suitable oc-

cation and good Material for an taportant Presidential statment to the

country and to the world in the fora of a radio address, sews conference,

ar press release, as hereafter reconawnded. however, on acre nature con-

sideration and re-ftxswimtioa of the attendant jarobleas and the counter-

balancing considerations, itw the Coimlttes's conclusion that the re-

port is the fora that it would have to be revised would not do such to

accospUsh the first purpose* that it was act desirable to publish any

portion of the report or even have the fact of its eubwiseion be wads

public* and that the publication ©f a report was not necessary as an

occasion for a Presidential statement.

b« After the deletion of the classified and sensitive Material

in the report, the remaining content would be relatively ianecuaus and

lack sufficient substance to warrant publication or excite public

interest, if published,

C. The deletion of the significant portions of the report

would induce liwjoiry and hamful speculation as to the suppressed

portions.

4. The publication of the report as reduced or otherwise

revised Might be resisted fey Mr, dray as net constituting his report

in the changed form#

ft. The publication of

SEi
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«, the publication of the feel of the submiseion of the

report would likewise provoke inquiry as to the eontent and the reasons

for it» aon-pubTisation sad might lead to leaks of the contents, both

wndeeired eventualitiee*

f , Another suitable occasion for a Presidential statement, if

desired, will oceur ©r aan be treated.

9* Conclusion #3i Regardless of whether the report is published

in any fora, li le considered that a Presidential statement probably

should be made along the lines hereafter indicated as toon as a suitable

occasion arises or ean be provided, drawing on the eontents of the re-

port bat without quoting from it or acknowledging its submission.

c, It is the belief of the Committee that the present time is

psychologically appropriate and deairr.hle for the President to state to

the country and the rest of the world why we are in the cold war, the
controlling principles and policies, the problems that are faced, the

work so far accomplished, ineluding the Board’s part is that work, and

the task ahead.

h. Such a statement would provide an opportunity to elaborate

m certain of the themes Mr* Dray has introduced which might well serve
to clarify the thinking of certain sections of the American public and

our allies which are not yet fully persuaded that the vigorous nature of

0. s, policy with respect to the eold war is completely Justified*

t« Such a statement would do much to accomplish the first two
indicated objectives of the report stated in aragraph k* above*

4* 9ueh a statement would provide an opportunity for an
expression of appreciation for Mr, Gray’s contribution in the organisa-
tion, activation, and development of the Board.

«» It is believed that a suitable occasion win arise or ean
.be arranged for suen a Presidential statement.

10# Conclusion ih : That an effort be wade to convince Mr. Gray of
the desirability of certain minor language revisions in the report,
whstier published or not*

KtSSSaS i

a* Some of the questionable material in the report, even if not
presently published, ^ight be leaked into public knowledge or might be
published at some later date.

hr Some of the

- U -
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»• of the material is as clearly susceptible ©f

cdstetexprctatisn and misuse that if it was brought to Mr. Gray's
attention at this time, he would be willing to revise or delete each
material. For example, in the fourth paragraph, fifth line, os Page 12.,
it is thought that the word **aot H was inadvertently omitted between the
verbs *em afford." Also, the last sentence on Page 9* contains sa in-
vidious note, via* the inference being that although we had not planned
it that way, we are now forcing a cold war conflict upon the world,

il* genglMisa It is desirable that the President coranunicate
***& Mr * GW# preferably by confidential letter, and particularly in the
event that the report is not published, to the following effect*

a* The report has been circulated among the Beard mashers,
i&@ have given it careful consideration,

b. The President and others who have studied it arc
impressed by the report# the content and the recommendstioae
are thought to have considerable merit upon which the Presi-
dent intends to take appropriate action.

** It is thought to be undesirable to publish any part
of the report at this time because of the presence of the
sensitive and controversial material wuieh, however, hs was
glad to have brought to his private attention but felt was
inappropriate and undesirable to be considered publicly,

d. The report has stimulated the desire of the President
to make a public s fcatement along the lines indicated above
for which he will draw upon the report.

c. Appreciation of Mr, Gray'# contribution in the
organisetl -a, activation, develop - eat, and work of the Board.

Seasons i

a. The points in the proposed letter are thought to be
substantially accurate embodying fair conclusions,

b* Feints wa. B and "b* u above will do much to demonstrate to
report has been used to accomplish the third objecttv# .

stated in Paragraph 1. above.

" ** ^le receipt of such a letter would do much to obtain
Hr. Gray*s acquiescence in the non-publication of the report,

12. jettppendatiang *

*# The Beard
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ti The Beard recommend to the President that in any event

the report should not be published without the deletion of the sensitive

and classified material,

b, The Board recommend to the President that none of the

report be published,

e. Bhleas and until the report is revised* it should b«

classified to reduce the hazards of any further disssrr.in&tion of the

sensitive and controversial matter,

d. The Board rescm»and to the President that such a Presidential
Statement fee aad# along the lines indicated in Paragraph 9, and that a
suitable "peg" or occasion be found or devised to be used as an appropriate
springboard.

e* The Beard offer to assist in the preparation of such a
stateseat if that recommendation Is adopted.

f. The Beard consider a draft of such a Presidential statement,
presently in preparation under the supervision of the Comittee,

g. The Board designate a representative to discuss informally
desired minor language revisions with Mr. Gray.

h. The Board recomend to the President that he communicate
with Hr. Grey along the lines indicated in Paragraph 11,

FHAHX Q, bISNES
For the id Hoe Committee of PS

3

Representatives, for the Consideration
of Subject Report

Concurrences:

(eigaed) Jehu Magruder
GMESAL mm maghubsr

(signed) Howland Sargeant
HI. HCWLAHD S1RGEAHT
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March 6, 1952

MBMGRA&DIJM FCEi Mr, Frank Winner
Central Ingelligence Agency

SUBJECT: Cordon Gray Report

I hare concurred in the Committee r^coBEaendatiot.s

cm the Cordon Gray Report, However, I want you and the

Cosaaittee to be dear on n
,y attitude toward the advisability

of a public statement by the President on our psychological

warfare effort. In principle, I do believe that such a

statement could be framed which would be advantageous,

but this subject is full of pit-falls. So such depends

on the substance of a statement in this field that I cannot

wake a blanket ccsamitiaent until the rapartment has given full

and careful consideration to the content of it.

Howland H. Cargeant

P:JBFhillips:ins.

:.j| contains information effectinfl ths national etefenrH

-H Statat within tfc» meaning of the mpfeaage laws.

• Sacs. 793 artd 794, ifhe transmission cr roveisJic

.ny manner to an unauthorized person is prohibit-
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HBHCRAKDUM FOR THE RECCED

SUBJECT i Mr. Gray 1 « Report to the President on P?B} Further View#

«f the Director

1. In « further discussion with the Director on Saturday morning

concerning the preparation of recommendations for the President

(Hr. Dulles Bitting in at the meeting), the Director made a number of

significant statements and two auggeations which should be borne in

la the work of the ad hoc conmittee.

2* The Director la ganerally inclined to accept the recomenda-

tione contained in say memorandum to him and stated that he hopes to

be able to convince the other members of the PfB that these recommen-

dations are sound and should be adopted. He said that in hie ore-

litsinary conversation with the President he had suggested the probable

desirability of the President** making some fora of announcement or

press statement generally along the lines of the recommendation^(which

was originally suggested by Mr. Brewer). Accordingly I trust that

Hr. Jacobs has informed «r. Brewer of our possible need for the text

of such a statement in order to give ftr. Brewer time to develop a

statement if it is called for. In this connection, Mr. Brewer should

consult with Mr. Phillips and possibly General Magruder in order to

gat the benefit of their suggestions as to treatment and language.

3. I pointed out to the Director that there is a problem »*ilch

will have to be cet if the decision should be to publish a gart of

MT. Gray* a rsport - as written by Mr. Cray - and other parte as revised

by the ad hoc committee. The problem obviously will arise from the

fact thaS UKe edited portions of the statement will no longer be sus-

ceptible of representation as "Vr. Gray’s Report" - unless he should

see fit to accept and adopt aa his own the recommended changes* The

Director was not inclined to go back at Mr. Cray in an effort to

persuade him to adopt our proposed changes. Rather he thought that

the matter might better be handled in the following way*

a. The porticos of the Gray report which are acceptable

and dealrable in their present fora for publication could be

released by the President with the statement to the effect

that they represent important portions of MT • Gray’s report

to him.

b. As for the rest, viz. the parts which the Board

sight agree should be published in revised form, these could

be included in the President’s statement to the press commenting
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Th« ghould b.v. dMldbd to
cad to the extent that, the Pre»io*n

tiM for the
edapt any°^th* «fatatLmt to the press he

S sriseg*SSSrs...

%%Zl’*ou£'.JVSS -rtXo “ b0“
asde end vere receiving' study.

FRANK G. WISiftK

FGW/ag
1 March 1952
Slat*

Orif - SSI

Copy - Chief, FI vie AS3?C

Copy - ADPC
f

Copy - DDP/Chrono

Copy - tt

'

:'-X
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*
the All HOC committee ' s memo of recommendation

k
together with their whereabouts:

Original - on DCI's desk WITH ORIG. OF GRAY REPORT

1 cc: On DCI's desk with thermofax of Gray Report, for

Dd to consider whether he wants to send to

Webb.

1 cc: Earmarked for Webb - sent and recalled (here)

1 cc: Earmarked for Foster - sent, on way back from

Magruder's office.

1 cc: To Souers , EYES ONLY with copy of Gray Report

1 cc : To Staats , EYES ONLY with copy of Gray Report

1 cc: Left with Magruder at time he signed report.

1 cc: Left with Sargeant at time he signed report.

1 cc: With | |
for his own file - he wrote it.

1 cc: DD/P chrono

1 cc: For Registry - on way up from
| I

office show-

ing all distribution.

1 cc: EXTRA - in Registry

25X1
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